Simple allelic-phenotype diversity and differentiation statistics for allopolyploids.
The analysis of genetic diversity within and between populations is a routine task in the study of diploid organisms. However, population genetic studies of polyploid organisms have been hampered by difficulties associated with scoring and interpreting molecular data. This occurs because the presence of multiple alleles at each locus often precludes the measurement of genotype or allele frequencies. In allopolyploids, the problem is compounded because genetically distinct isoloci frequently share alleles. As a result, analysis of genetic diversity patterns in allopolyploids has tended to rely on the interpretation of phenotype frequencies, which loses information available from allele composition. Here, we propose the use of a simple allelic-phenotype diversity statistic (H') that measures diversity as the average number of alleles by which pairs of individuals differ. This statistic can be extended to a population differentiation measure (F'ST), which is analogous to FST. We illustrate the behaviour of these statistics using coalescent computer simulations that show that F'ST behaves in a qualitatively similar way to FST, thus providing a useful way to quantify population differentiation in allopolyploid species.